1. Introduction

In recent years, aerial photography by unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has been widely used in various fields, including agriculture, surveillance, express, outdoor search and rescue, etc. These applications typically require instance-level information to help UAVs perceive the scene, make flight strategies, and complete missions. UAV object detection becomes a highly demanded technique to obtain instance-level information automatically.

Among object detection methods, deep learning methods are very promising and have pushed the whole object detection field a big step forward. However, they are still incapable to process aerial images. There are three serious object scale challenges regarding to aerial images, i.e. small scale relative scale (ORS), low-resolution objects and serious object scale diversity.

Small ORS is an intractable problem. The scale of objects relative to the image in ImageNet [1], COCO [2] and VisDrone [3], an aerial image dataset released recently, is curved in Fig. 1. The curve of VisDrone is close to the top-left corner, and over 90% of objects occupy less than 1% of total image area. The median relative scale in VisDrone, COCO and ImageNet detection (DET) set are 1.73e-2, 9.36e-2, and 5.14e-1, respectively. That means if we want the objects in VisDrone to be as large as those in COCO, the images in VisDrone must be up-sampled to 5 times of COCO images, which are too big for GPU memory.

The low object resolution is another issue. The histograms of absolute object area of VisDrone and COCO is compared in Fig. 2. The mean absolute object area in VisDrone is 2.49e+3 pixels, much smaller than 2.05e+4 pixels in COCO. Low-resolution objects contain very limited visual information with low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), making it hard to be distinguished from cluttered backgrounds. It is worth noting that the small object case in aerial images is mainly derived from objects with large distance instead of sensors. In fact, the captured images in VisDrone 2018 are already generally larger than COCO images in resolution.

Scale diversity of objects is also a challenging issue. The absolute object area measured in image pixels in VisDrone 2018 ranges from 3 pixels to 3.29e+5 pixels, which is as wide as the absolute object area distribution in COCO. The preset anchors in existing deep learning detectors are incapable to cover such large object scale span.
Most recent researches deal with scale challenges by modifying network structure, such as using aggregated features [4–7], feature hierarchy [8–14], pyramid pooling strategy [15–17], or deformable network components [18,19], while few studies focus on data enhancement. Data enhancement can be used in combination with model modifications, and its gain on detection accuracy is sometimes greater than the total gain of multiple model modifications. This motivate us to explore a data enhancement method to handle scale challenges in UAV object detection.

We found that, in aerial images, object scale diversity is mainly caused by scale differences between images rather than scale differences inside images. To demonstrate it, we take ‘car’ as an example, which is the rigid body category with the largest number of objects in both VisDrone and COCO. To reflect the differences inside images, we calculate the variance of the car’s area for each image, and then get the average variance over the entire dataset, expressed as $AV_{car}$. To reflect the differences between images, we calculate the car’s average area for each image, and then get the variance of the average area over the entire dataset, expressed as $VA_{car}$. The statistics for COCO and VisDrone are shown in Fig. 3. $AV_{car}$ of VisDrone is similar to COCO, while $VA_{car}$ is nearly 5 times larger than COCO, demonstrating that scale differences between images is the key factor of object scale diversity in aerial images. If we can identify the object scale level (or ORS level) for each image and resize the image according to the level, scale diversity problem will be significantly alleviated.

From this inspiration, we propose a data enhancement method named scale adaptive image cropping (SAIC). There are three steps in SAIC: ORS estimation in which a specific neural network is designed to estimate ORS levels of images; image resizing in which a GAN-based super-resolution method (SRGAN) is adopted to upsample images with the smallest ORS level, significantly easing low-resolution object detection; image cropping in which three cropping strategies are proposed to crop resized images, adjusting image ORS.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1. A novel data enhancement method SAIC is proposed to solve three scale challenges in UAV object detection. SAIC resizes images based on estimated ORS level to alleviate object scale diversity; SAIC uses different cropping strategies to adjust image ORS; SAIC adopts a GAN-based super-resolution method in resizing step to ease low-resolution object detection.
2. To better define ORS level of each image, normalized average ORS (NAORS) is proposed as an indicator, which takes object category information into account.
3. To better classify scale level, an ORS classification network is designed, in which an adaptive receptive structure is proposed to handle the scene scale variation. This structure shows better performance than hyper structure in HyperNet [4] and channel-wise attention structure in SENet [20].
4. Extensive experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. SAIC improves the accuracy of FPN by 9.65% (37.06% relatively). Without any major modification, the resulting data enhanced FPN won the honorable mention in 2018 VisDrone challenge DET task.

### 2. Related work

**Aerial Object Detection.** With the rapid development of deep learning methods, many studies try to adapt deep learning methods for aerial object detection. Ševo and Avramović [21] use sliding window to generate RoIs and attach a simple CNN classifier for object-level vehicle classification. Similarly, Audebert et al. [22] adopt a semantic segmentation network to generate RoIs and use a CNN classifier to classify vehicles. Deng et al. [23] combine hierarchical feature maps to improve RPN performance in aerial images. Sommer et al. [24] directly extend the Faster R-CNN [25] to aerial images by redesigning the anchor settings and backbone structure. SAPNet [26] adds an RPN on shallow feature maps to detect small object in aerial images, which is similar to MS-CNN [10]. In general, these aerial object detection methods are too naïve compared to recent generic methods. Therefore, in this paper, a generic method FPN [11] is chosen as the baseline.

**Model modification.** The most common way to handle scale problems is to modify various model components in detection pipeline.

By utilizing aggregated features and feature hierarchy, the scale capability of backbone can be improved. Several approaches
aggregate features from multiple layers before prediction. Benefiting from redundant information and high-resolution feature maps, those methods can detect small objects better. However, since they aggregate feature maps only on one scale, their performance is limited for handling scale diversity. The other way is to use feature hierarchy. SSD [8], DSSD [9] and MS-CNN [10] detect objects at multiple layers of the feature hierarchy without combining features. FPN [11], RetinaNet [12] and PANet [13] improve the feature hierarchy by adding pathways to pass information between different layers.


Data Enhancement. Data enhancement is another way to address scale problems, which can be combined with model modifications for further performance improvement. Here, we only review methods relative to solve challenges in aerial scenes, i.e. small ORS, low-resolution objects, and object scale diversity.

Image cropping is a straightforward way to solve small ORS. YOLT [28] evenly crops the satellite image before detection. Lalonde et al. [29] propose ClusterNet to generate potential regions containing objects and design FoveaNet for finer detection. However, these two methods crop images at a single scale which faces serious scale diversity in UAV scenes. Gao et al. [30] introduce dynamic zoom-in network to enhance data, which relies on detection results on down-sampled images. As objects are too small in aerial images, detection results on down-sampled images are extremely unreliable. Recently, Yang et al. [31] propose ClusDet to simultaneously address the scale and sparsity challenges in UAV object detection. They introduce cluster proposal sub-net and scale estimation sub-net to generate cluster chips. Some ideas in this work are similar to us, so it will be compared with our methods in experiments.

Image up-sampling is a key step to ease low-resolution object detection. Many methods simply use bilinear or cubic interpolation to enlarge images, obtaining high-resolution but low SNR images. In the field of super-resolution, many methods [32–36] are proposed to maximize the SNR of high-resolution images by minimizing MSE loss. Those methods only fill the low frequency information of the image. Recently, a GAN-based super-resolution method SRGAN [37] is proposed. By introducing adversarial learning and perceptual loss, SRGAN can estimate and fill the missing high-frequency information.

To handle object scale diversity, Bharat Singh and Larry S. Davis [38,39] proposes SNIP/ER to normalize the scale of objects using image pyramid. However, due to high image resolution, the image pyramid of aerial images is too large for current GPU memory. In addition, cropping in the image pyramid introduces potential false alarms.

3. Scale adaptive image cropping

An overview of SAIC is shown in Fig. 4. Images are transmitted from UAV to a server and processed by SAIC in three steps. First, a specific classification network is used to classify ORS level of the input image. Then, based on the estimated level and the image resolution, bilinear interpolation or SRGAN is selected to up-sample the image. Finally, the resized image is cropped by the corresponding cropping strategy. After SAIC, cropped images are fed into the following detector.

3.1. Object relative scale estimation

From our observations, the object scale difference between images is the main reason for object scale diversity in aerial images. SAIC classifies the ORS level of each image, then resizes and crops the image based on the level to reduce the diversity and adjust ORS. To estimate ORS, we first need to define the ORS level, and use it to train a well-designed classification network.

ORS level. The average ORS is a straightforward indicator of image ORS level. The smaller average ORS are directly related to the smaller objects in the image. However, the average ORS ignores category information. When there are various categories with different original sizes in the image, the average ORS can not work well. In this case, adjusting the image size based on the average ORS only reduces inter-class diversity rather than intra-class diversity, which is rarely helpful for detection. As shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 5a and 5b have the same average ORS. If we resize the image based on the average ORS, these two images will be resized to the same scale, which makes the pedestrian in Fig. 5a as large as the car in Fig. 5b, but much bigger than the pedestrian in Fig. 5b. We want SCAI can reduce both inter-class and intra-class object scale diversity, hence, we need a category-aware indicator to describe image ORS level.

We propose to apply the normalized average ORS, NAORS in short. We divide 10 meaningful categories in VisDrone (excluding ‘ignore area’ and ‘others’) into 4 super-categories according to
NAORS Classification Network. The object scale challenges have little effect on ORS classification task, since this task does not require object localization or classification. Only simpler scene scale variation is required to be noticed. Using features with appropriate receptive field is helpful to address scene scale variation. We design a specific network for ORS classification, named ORSC, in which an adaptive receptive structure is proposed to adjust feature receptive field automatically. Adaptive receptive structure combines hyper features with channel attention, using little extra computation to achieve receptive field auto-tuning. Hyper feature is concatenated from multiple feature layers, channels in hyper feature have various receptive fields. Channel attention adjusts the weight of hyper feature channels, making the main receptive field of hyper feature fit the scene scale. The whole structure of ORSC is shown in Fig. 7.

ResNet-50 [40] is adopted as the backbone of ORSC. Following the definition used in FPN, ResNet is divided into five stages. Layers producing feature maps with the same size are in the same network stage. In our work, the last feature maps of the last 4 stages, denoted as $\{C2, C3, C4, C5\}$, are concatenated as hyper feature. Feature maps of stage 1 are ignored for saving memory. When concatenating feature maps, $\{C2, C3, C4, C5\}$ are fed into independent $1 \times 1$ convolutional layers to normalize the channel number to 512. This way constructs the hyper feature while avoiding reliance on features with more channels. Normalized features are then max-pooled to the size of $C5$ and concatenated.

After feature concatenation, channel-wise attention is combined to adjust the channel weight of hyper feature. The modified hyper feature is squeezed and sent into fully connected layers for ORS level classification.

3.2. Image resizing

SAIC resizes the short side of the image to [800, 1200, 1600] pixels according to ['large', 'medium', 'small'] ORS levels.

In order to obtain clear images, we use either the bilinear interpolation or the SRGAN based on the image ORS level and the original image resolution. For images at 'low' and 'medium' level, bilinear interpolation is used for resizing, while SRGAN is adopted to generate high quality enlarged images for which at 'high' level and with small original resolution (short side smaller than 800).

Although many MSE based super-pixel methods can recover low-resolution images more accurately, they cannot fill the missing high frequency information. Thanks to adversarial learning, SRGAN can generate more realistic images, which is helpful for detector to distinguish low-resolution objects. Since SRGAN can only upsample images by factor of 4, bilinear interpolation is used for subsequent size adjusting. The details of SRGAN can be found in [37].
3.3. Cropping strategy

To save inference time, we use different cropping strategies at different ORS levels. All cropping strategies are shown in Fig. 8. Images at 'large' level will not be cropped. Images at 'medium' level will be cropped by 4 frames with the same size. Images at 'small' level will be cropped by 9 frames with the same size. In terms of formula, cropping strategies can be expressed as

\[
x_{\text{crop}} = \frac{id_{\text{col}} \times W}{\text{crop\_level} + 1}
\]

(3)

\[
y_{\text{crop}} = \frac{id_{\text{row}} \times H}{\text{crop\_level} + 1}
\]

(4)

\[
w_{\text{crop}} = \frac{W}{\text{crop\_level} + 1}
\]

(5)

\[
h_{\text{crop}} = \frac{H}{\text{crop\_level} + 1}
\]

(6)

where \((x_{\text{crop}}, y_{\text{crop}})\) is the top-left coordinate of cropping region, \(w_{\text{crop}}\) and \(h_{\text{crop}}\) represent the width and height of cropping region, \(id_{\text{row}}\) and \(id_{\text{col}}\) represent the row and column of cropping region, \(W\) and \(H\) are the image width and height, respectively. \(\text{crop\_level}\) is set to \(\{1, 2, 3\}\) corresponding to ['large', 'medium', 'small'] ORS level. Since SAIC resizes the short side of the image to \(\{800, 1200, 1600\}\) pixels, all cropped images have the short side of 800 pixels.

3.4. Training and inference

ORS and SRGAN are two independent networks in SAIC that cannot be learned end-to-end with the detector. In order to make SAIC and detector cooperate better, a 5-step training process is proposed as shown in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1** SAIC training process. After 4 steps, SAIC and detector form a unified detection framework.

1: train ORSC.
2: fine-tune SRGAN.
3: pre-train detector on images with all ORS level.
4: fine-tune detector on images with ORS level classified by ORSC.

First, we train ORSC using ORS level introduced above. Because of using fully connected layers, ORSC takes fixed size images as input in both training and inference stages. In our implementation, images are scaled to 800 on the short side and cropped to \(800 \times 800\) in the centre, which avoids the proportional distortion. ORSC is trained in end-to-end manner, using the cross-entropy loss.

Then we fine-tune SRGAN. SRGAN is pre-trained as [37] and fine-tuned on images at 'large' and 'medium' level. We down-sample 'large' and 'medium' level images to provide low-resolution samples, and use original images as corresponding high-resolution samples. The 'small' level images are excluded since objects in
'small' level images are too small to provide enough information for SRGAN training.

At last we train the detector in two steps. First, we treat each image as having three ORS levels at the same time, and use it to pre-train the detector. Because the training images of VisDrone is not sufficient, if we divide these images into three categories by ORS level and train detector directly on the divided images, the chance of detector meeting various scale objects will be reduced. Secondly, for better cooperation with ORSC, we fine-tune the detector on images with ORS level classified by ORSC.

In the inference stage, images are first scaled and centre cropped to feed into ORSC and estimate ORS level. Then, images are resized according to ORS level, and are cropped by the corresponding cropping strategy. The cropped images are sent to the detector for object detection. Finally, the detection results are merged. Since there are overlaps between cropped images, some objects may have duplicate detection results. NMS or Soft-NMS [41] is adopted to suppress those duplications.

4. Experimental evaluation

4.1 Datasets and evaluation metrics

We perform experiments on a large-scale UAV object detection and tracking benchmark VisDrone 2018 DET dataset. To the best of our knowledge, it is the largest drone image dataset, which is suitable for training and evaluating deep learning methods. The VisDrone provides a detection dataset with 10,209 images in total, 6471 images for training, 548 images for validation and 3190 images for testing.

Top-1 accuracy is used to measure the performance of ORS classification, which is calculated as

\[ Acc_{top1} = \frac{\sum 1(\hat{d}_i, o_i)}{n} \]  

(7)

where \(1(\hat{d}_i, o_i)\) equals 1 when \(\hat{d}_i = o_i\) and equals 0 otherwise, \(n\) is the number of test images.

Following suggestions in [3], \(AP^{\text{IoU}=0.5}\) and \(AP^{\text{IoU}=0.50:0.95}\) are used to measure the performance of our detection framework. These criteria penalize both missing detection of objects and duplicate detections (multiple detection results for the same object). \(AP^{\text{IoU}=0.50:0.95}\) is computed by averaging over all 10 intersection over union (IoU) thresholds of all categories (i.e., in the range [0.50 : 0.95]) with the uniform step size 0.05), used as the primary metric. All APs are calculated within a maximum of 500 detected bounding boxes per image.

4.2 Implement details

We train all networks on 8 NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPUs, using mini-batch SGD as the optimization method. When training ORSC, we set the total number of iterations to 5000, the mini-batch size to 32 and the beginning learning rate to 0.0001. The learning rate is reduced by 0.1 at iteration 2500 and 3750. We use ORSC pretrained as [37] and fine-tune it slightly.

We train detectors using the detection implementation. FPN without SAIC are trained as baseline. ResNeXt-101 is adopted as backbone. Since objects are too small to match anchors in P6, the loss of P6 is always zero. For better back propagation, P6 is removed from FPN. The image mini-batch size is set to 1. The ROI mini-batch size is set to 512. The total number of iterations is 4 epochs, i.e. 25200. The initial learning rate is set to 0.01 for 8 GPUs training and is reduced by 0.1 at iteration 16,800 and 22400. When training FPN with SAIC, FPN is first pretrained using above setting. Then, FPN is fine-tuned by additional 8400 iterations with learning rate at 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Hyper feature</th>
<th>Channel-wise attention</th>
<th>Adaptive receptive structure</th>
<th>Top-1 Acc [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>resnet50</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>86.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hyper50</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>86.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>senet50</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>87.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORSC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>89.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 ORS classification

To demonstrate the effectiveness of adaptive receptive structure in ORSC, the performance of four classifiers are compared in Table 1. ResNet-50 is chosen as a baseline classifier which obtains 86.50% in top-1 accuracy. As we can see, adding only hyper feature does not improve performance. Despite there are multiple receptive fields in hyper feature, the main receptive field of it may not fit the scene scale. Meanwhile, adding only channel attention just brings a bit gains. Because the last feature map only has a single receptive field, adjusting channel weight cannot change the main receptive field of it. By combining hyper feature and channel-wise attention, adaptive receptive structure helps ORSC obtains 89.23% in top-1 accuracy, gains improvement by 2.73% (3.16% relatively) compared with vanilla ResNet50.

4.4 Ablation experiments

Ablation experiments are conducted on validation set to demonstrate the effectiveness of each module in SAIC, as shown in Table 2. We select FPN as the baseline detector. The short side of image is resized to 800 before fed into the baseline detector. Suffering from serious object scale problems, vanilla FPN only achieves 27.77% AP. Image cropping can alleviate small ORS problem. We train FPNs using single scale cropped images, noted as SC-FPN, where {SC-FPN_s, SC-FPN_m, SC-FPN_l} means the short side of input image is resized to {800, 1200, 1600}, respectively. SC-FPN_s achieves 28.60% AP improved baseline accuracy by 2.56% (9.83% relatively), SC-FPN_m achieves 31.96% AP improved baseline accuracy by 5.92% (22.73% relatively), SC-FPN_l achieves 33.18% AP improved baseline accuracy by 7.14% (27.41% relatively). Cropping images at a single scale faces serious scale diversity problem. We train FPNs using cropped images from image pyramid [800, 1200, 1600], noted as PC-FPN. PC-FPN achieves 34.35% AP improved baseline accuracy by 8.31% (31.91% relatively). However, cropping in image pyramid introduces lots of false alarms. SAIC crops images based on ORS level, solving both above problems effectively and achieving 35.13% AP. By adopting SRGAN, AP is further improved by 0.56%. At last, SAIC-FPN surpasses vanilla FPN by 9.65% (37.06% relatively).

The visualized comparison between FPN, PC-FPN, and SAIC-FPN is shown in Fig. 9. The first three rows show the results on images with large ORS, the middle three rows show the results on images with medium ORS, and the last three rows show the results on images with small ORS. For all cases, only results with confidence
greater than 0.5 are plotted. It can be seen that FPN and SAIC-FPN performance well for images with large and medium ORS, while PC-FPN introduces many false alarms due to multi-scale inference, shown in red regions. For images with small ORS, the accuracy of FPN is significantly reduced due to small objects challenge, in which a lot of object are missed, shown in red regions. Benefited by scale adaptive cropping, SAIC-FPN can recall most of small objects and simultaneously reduces false alarms.

4.5. Inference time

We measure the inference time of various methods on a single GTX 1080Ti GPU. The inference time of ORSC is about 0.012 s. The inference time of SRGAN is about 0.395 s. The time of image cropping and result merging is so short that can be ignored. The total time of processing one image by various methods is shown in Table 3.

Since the vanilla FPN does not need to crop the image and processes the entire image at once, it has the shortest inference time. For a single scale crop, the inference time increases as the image scale increases. Cropping the image in image pyramid significantly increases the number of inference for one image, leading to the longest inference time. SAIC-FPN resizes and crops images based

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Inference time per image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPN</td>
<td>0.240 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-FPN_s</td>
<td>0.612 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-FPN_m</td>
<td>0.960 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-FPN_l</td>
<td>1.348 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-FPN</td>
<td>2.920 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIC-FPN w/o SRGAN</td>
<td>0.252 s ~ 2.172 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIC-FPN(DE-FPN)</td>
<td>0.252 s ~ 2.568 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4
Compared with ClusDet, where “+” denotes the multi-scale inference and bounding box voting are utilized in test phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AP [%]</th>
<th>AP$_{50}$ [%]</th>
<th>AP$_{75}$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ClusDet [31]</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClusDet + [31]</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIC-FPN w/o SRGAN</td>
<td>35.15</td>
<td>61.98</td>
<td>34.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIC-FPN(DE-FPN)</td>
<td>35.69</td>
<td>62.97</td>
<td>35.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Comparative evaluation of SAIC-FPN (DE-FPN) on VisDrone 2018 DET test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AP [%]</th>
<th>AP$_{50}$ [%]</th>
<th>AP$_{75}$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAL-Retina-Net</td>
<td>31.88</td>
<td>46.18</td>
<td>32.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPNet</td>
<td>30.92</td>
<td>54.62</td>
<td>31.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIC-FPN(DE-FPN)</td>
<td>27.10</td>
<td>48.72</td>
<td>26.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFE-SSDv2</td>
<td>26.48</td>
<td>47.30</td>
<td>26.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD$^2$MS</td>
<td>22.68</td>
<td>44.85</td>
<td>20.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-H RCNN+</td>
<td>21.34</td>
<td>40.28</td>
<td>20.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster R-CNN2</td>
<td>21.34</td>
<td>40.18</td>
<td>20.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RefineDet+</td>
<td>21.07</td>
<td>40.98</td>
<td>19.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDFPN</td>
<td>21.05</td>
<td>42.39</td>
<td>18.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLOv3_{DP}</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>44.09</td>
<td>15.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Faster-RCNN</td>
<td>18.08</td>
<td>36.26</td>
<td>16.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSYSLO</td>
<td>16.89</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>14.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFS</td>
<td>16.73</td>
<td>31.80</td>
<td>15.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPN2</td>
<td>16.15</td>
<td>33.73</td>
<td>13.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLOv3+</td>
<td>15.26</td>
<td>30.06</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IITH DODO</td>
<td>14.04</td>
<td>27.04</td>
<td>12.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPN</td>
<td>13.94</td>
<td>29.14</td>
<td>11.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSDL5Y</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>28.41</td>
<td>11.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPN</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>27.05</td>
<td>11.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

We present SAIC, a scale adaptive data enhancement method, for handling severe scale challenges in UAV object detection. Based on the observation that object scale diversity in aerial images is mainly caused by scale differences between images, SAIC first classifies ORS level of images, then resizes images based on the estimated ORS level, and finally crops the resized images. In ORS estimation step, we proposed NAORS as an category aware indicator for image ORS level. Also, a well-designed classification network is proposed in which an adaptive receptive structure is introduced to handle scene scale problems. In image resizing step, we adopt SRGAN to up-sample images with the smallest ORS level, making detecting low-resolution objects easier. Without any major model modification, FPN trained with SAIC achieves state-of-the-arts performance on VisDrone 2018 DET.

However, SAIC-FPN is a bit time-consuming in inference stage (about 0.252 s – 2.568 s per image), even we use different cropping strategies for different ORS levels. In future work, we will explore a more flexible cropping method and also hope to combine the super-resolution task with detection task, so that the whole framework can be trained end-to-end.
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